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We Leaked It - Oahu Reâ€‹vealed Â Are you thinking about taking a much needed vacation to

Hawaii but just don't have the details?Â Would it be nice if you could have all the insider info of

Oahu before you make that expensive purchase?Well wonder no more, I have created the most

comprehensive, but not too long, book for everything you need to know about the dream island of

Oahu.I have no doubt in my mind that you will be thrilled and excited. Not just you, but your loved

ones as well. You will save money, time, and your family will be happier.You just can't wait until you

travel to Oahu to start finding out where the best spots are. Â Our Oahu Travel Book will spill the

beans, regarding all the local and favorite hangout locations for you and your family.Below Are Just

A Few Of The Things You Will DiscoverFind out about a secluded beach most never get to see. The

best snorkeling is here.A little know hike that takes you to trails where number one shows and

movies were filmedA locally treasured restaurant with their exclusive calming drink you will only find

hereDiscover this amazing hotel with a splendid view where the the most famous have stayedOahu

Revealed - The Only Book You NeedThere are several Oahu Travel Books out there, but none of

them explain it to you honestly and straightforwardly. We did the research and hard part for you and

tell it to you just like a local would.Below Are Few More Things You Will Read AboutWant to know

all the exclusive hangouts where famous celebs have frequented? Â Find out inside.Are you waiting

for a breathtaking hiking experience that will send you in a frenzy? Â We have all the details laid out

for you.Maybe your family wants to relax and enjoy the beach without much interruption but plenty

of fun. We spill the secret out for you.I lay out all the fun-filled activities, local hangouts not known to

anyone, plus I tell you exactly where the best tested and tasted restaurants are located.So hurry up,

saddle up, and get ready to start your vacation in just a few clicks away.
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Good book for my bucket list trip! I was shocked to not see the President in the celebrities in Hawaii

chapter, but then realized that he got a separate chapter dedicated to his travels. Some stuff was

fun to read about, like the water levitation, but there was also some practical stuff like car rental and

food. Have laptop will travel... I'd love to run all my business online from OAHU! (Why four stars: the

formatting was weird, with every paragraph center-justified and some header text doubled, but I

know... ebooks are still the wild west!) Seriously, people on Oahu eat that much spam??

This book obviously an excellent resource to spend your vacation with happy. Most of the time we

failed to take a proper decision lacking of information about the location and budgeting and other

time failed to choose the beautiful place that might be wanted from the heart. In that case this book

much more helpful for making the right decision by responding your heart pulse. This is well written

book, easy to read and explainable to others! Highly recommend..!

If you are even just thinking about heading to Oahu, this book is a must read. It's well written with

tons of information about the island. It covers everything from random facts and figures to the more

practical topics like hotels to stay in and restaurants to check out.The pictures were astounding!

Can't wait to get to Hawaii and determine if this is really a good deal.

I have been to Hawaii a few times, gave me sum new info but not much.The Book needs more

sightseeing places. It would help to give some costInfo also.

Not really that helpful. I like their regular books, but this was pretty insipid. Skip it and get the regular

book.
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